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Novaroma is a simple to use application that allows you to watch your favorite movies and track episodes for TV shows or documentaries. The program allows you to create collections, organize them on your computer, as well as download subtitles files in various languages. Watch your favorite TV series Novaroma allows you to find and track
your favorite shows, both concluded and currently airing. The powerful searching engine allows you to find movies, series and documentaries based on their title and offers you several options, ordered by their popularity. The program acquires information such as poster, IMDb rating, episode guide (when available) or release date, after selecting

the desired title. You may also insert several filters, such as video quality or keywords. Novaroma also features a function that allows it to automatically acquire new episodes, when available. Moreover, you can save each TV show/movie to a separate folder on your computer, in order to effectively organize them. Video discovering function
Novaroma features a powerful searching function which allows you to find movies, TV shows or documentaries, based on several criteria. The title, year range, IMDb rating, votes or runtime are a few examples of the filters you can set. You may also create a complex genre parameter, in which to select several options. Novaroma allows you to add
several files to the collection, including movies / TV shows that are already stored on your computer. It can easily download artwork, rating, cast information and release date. Useful digital media agenda Novaroma works as an effective movie organizer, allowing you to store all the titles on a single page and watch them at any time. The software

allows you to track episodes or discover shows based on complex filters. Moreover, thanks to the auto-download features, you can easily keep up with your favorite movies or series. It is like having a personal "TV guide" that is always updated and right at your fingertips. What's new in this version: Update of the video component (added YouTube
and Vimeo links). Fixed a crash when an incomplete list of movies was searched for. Fixed a small bug when clicking "Refresh" did not update the list of movies. Fixed the "Duplicate" button on the content list. Small bug fixed when the program displayed the correct size of the images. New in version 6.4.7: Google video search option added. The

content list is now able to display movies from the Google video index

Novaroma [Win/Mac]

Description: Novaroma 7.6.3 Novaroma is a simple to use application that allows you to watch your favorite movies and track episodes for TV shows or documentaries. The program allows you to create collections, organize them on your computer, as well as download subtitles files in various languages. Watch your favorite TV series Novaroma
allows you to find and track your favorite shows, both concluded and currently airing. The powerful searching engine allows you to find movies, series and documentaries based on their title and offers you several options, ordered by their popularity. The program acquires information such as poster, IMDb rating, episode guide (when available) or
release date, after selecting the desired title. You may also insert several filters, such as video quality or keywords. Novaroma also features a function that allows it to automatically acquire new episodes, when available. Moreover, you can save each TV show/movie to a separate folder on your computer, in order to effectively organize them. Video

discovering function Novaroma features a powerful searching function which allows you to find movies, TV shows or documentaries, based on several criteria. The title, year range, IMDb rating, votes or runtime are a few examples of the filters you can set. You may also create a complex genre parameter, in which to select several options.
Novaroma allows you to add several files to the collection, including movies / TV shows that are already stored on your computer. It can easily download artwork, rating, cast information and release date. Useful digital media agenda Novaroma works as an effective movie organizer, allowing you to store all the titles on a single page and watch

them at any time. The software allows you to track episodes or discover shows based on complex filters. Moreover, thanks to the auto-download features, you can easily keep up with your favorite movies or series. NOTE: µTorrent is automatically installed with Novaroma. KEYMACRO Description: Description: Novaroma 7.6.3 Novaroma is a
simple to use application that allows you to watch your favorite movies and track episodes for TV shows or documentaries. The program allows you to create collections, organize them on your computer, as well as download subtitles files in various languages. Watch your favorite TV series Novaroma allows you to find and track your favorite

shows, both concluded and currently airing. The powerful searching engine allows you to find movies, series and documentaries based on their 1d6a3396d6
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Novaroma is a simple to use application that allows you to watch your favorite movies and track episodes for TV shows or documentaries. The program allows you to create collections, organize them on your computer, as well as download subtitles files in various languages. Watch your favorite TV series Novaroma allows you to find and track
your favorite shows, both concluded and currently airing. The powerful searching engine allows you to find movies, series and documentaries based on their title and offers you several options, ordered by their popularity. The program acquires information such as poster, IMDb rating, episode guide (when available) or release date, after selecting
the desired title. You may also insert several filters, such as video quality or keywords. Novaroma also features a function that allows it to automatically acquire new episodes, when available. Moreover, you can save each TV show/movie to a separate folder on your computer, in order to effectively organize them. Video discovering function
Novaroma features a powerful searching function which allows you to find movies, TV shows or documentaries, based on several criteria. The title, year range, IMDb rating, votes or runtime are a few examples of the filters you can set. You may also create a complex genre parameter, in which to select several options. Novaroma allows you to add
several files to the collection, including movies / TV shows that are already stored on your computer. It can easily download artwork, rating, cast information and release date. Useful digital media agenda Novaroma works as an effective movie organizer, allowing you to store all the titles on a single page and watch them at any time. The software
allows you to track episodes or discover shows based on complex filters. Moreover, thanks to the auto-download features, you can easily keep up with your favorite movies or series. NOTE: µTorrent is automatically installed with Novaroma. Novaroma is freeware software, can be uninstalled, modified, moved or copied at your discretion, although
we would appreciate it if you keep the copyright information intact. We are constantly working on new versions, and might introduce bugs. Novaroma is distributed under the GNU General Public License, and we are strongly opposed to the use of software that exploits computer users. Novaroma is freeware software, can be uninstalled, modified,
moved or copied at your discretion, although we would appreciate it if you keep the copyright information intact. We are constantly working on new versions, and

What's New in the?

Novaroma is a simple to use application that allows you to watch your favorite movies and track episodes for TV shows or documentaries. The program allows you to create collections, organize them on your computer, as well as download subtitles files in various languages. Watch your favorite TV series Novaroma allows you to find and track
your favorite shows, both concluded and currently airing. The powerful searching engine allows you to find movies, series and documentaries based on their title and offers you several options, ordered by their popularity. The program acquires information such as poster, IMDb rating, episode guide (when available) or release date, after selecting
the desired title. You may also insert several filters, such as video quality or keywords. Novaroma also features a function that allows it to automatically acquire new episodes, when available. Moreover, you can save each TV show/movie to a separate folder on your computer, in order to effectively organize them. Video discovering function
Novaroma features a powerful searching function which allows you to find movies, TV shows or documentaries, based on several criteria. The title, year range, IMDb rating, votes or runtime are a few examples of the filters you can set. You may also create a complex genre parameter, in which to select several options. Novaroma allows you to add
several files to the collection, including movies / TV shows that are already stored on your computer. It can easily download artwork, rating, cast information and release date. Useful digital media agenda Novaroma works as an effective movie organizer, allowing you to store all the titles on a single page and watch them at any time. The software
allows you to track episodes or discover shows based on complex filters. Moreover, thanks to the auto-download features, you can easily keep up with your favorite movies or series. NOTE: µTorrent is automatically installed with Novaroma. More similar titles Application Rating 5 3 total 5 1 4 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 This is a very simple and easy
application to watch your favourite films online. I like the way you can add some of your favourite films to a collection (or movies and TV show episodes) and watch them whenever you want. Application Description Experience the best Internet video sites and download them into one organizer. Here is the easiest way to watch movies online and
download them into your hard disk. There is one click to download and one click to watch movies online. Simple. Fast. Free. Acon Digital Video Online allows you to create playlists and download them into one file. You can also save movies online. You can organize them by date and title. It is available in the Windows 10 Store. You can also add
all your favorite movies or videos into
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System Requirements For Novaroma:

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OS: Windows 7 64bit SP1, Windows 8 64bit, Windows 10 64bit Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4570 3.2 GHz or AMD equivalent or greater Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 650 or ATI/AMD equivalent Storage: 12 GB available space DirectX®: DirectX 11 graphics API
RECOMMENDED REQUIREMENTS OS: Windows 7 64bit SP1, Windows 8 64bit, Windows 10 64
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